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(54) Title: TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE

(57) Abstract

An apparatus and method are disclosed by which means the speech of a telephone user can be recorded for later analysis. Speech of the person to whom the telephone user is talking is not recorded. The apparatus can be installed without requiring dismantling of the telephone with which it is to be used. The apparatus includes a transmitter (7, 18) positioned near the on the hook position of the hand piece (3) and is adapted to transmit an ultrasonic sound wave. Fixed to the hand piece is a receiver (8) adapted to receive sound waves and provide an electrical output representation of the received sounds. The power of the transmitter is such that the receiver will receive the ultrasonic sound wave substantially only when the hand piece is on the hook. When the hand piece is in a conventional position for use the ultrasonic sound wave is not received. There is a tone detector (15) adapted to sense the frequency of the ultrasonic sound wave in the electrical output of receiver. A recorder (16) is adapted to record the electrical output of the receiver (8) when the tone detector (15) does not detect the frequency of the ultrasonic sound wave. By the means outlined above the speech of a local telephone user is recorded when the telephone hand piece is lifted away from the on the hook position.
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TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE

The invention described herein relates to telephone recording device.

In training persons in the use of telephones and their conduct therewith it is desirable to be able to record what they say for later analysis and tuition. Such situations occur in the training of receptionists and the like and also in training personnel to use a telephone as part of their means to sell goods. Such training can be used to help develop the style of presentation and conversation over the telephone which is most suitable for the application intended.

Such training schemes require the use of a device which preferably is as unobtrusive as possible to the student. This has the effect of putting the student at ease in the classroom situation and also adjusting them to later situations external to classroom. Further the device should be usable to check the techniques of a person using the telephone as a follow-up or reinforcement process of their initial tuition.

In the interest of protecting peoples' rights it is desirable not to record the conversation between a person or student using the telephone on which there is a recording device and the person they are talking to. This in a number of countries is protected against by law. In Australia it is illegal without special permission to record a telephone conversation without gaining the consent of both people using a telephone. Hence it is desirable only to record the speech of a student for example.

To remind such people that their words are being recorded it is necessary that a tone be sounded on the telephone. This, as intended, is obtrusive and consequently not conducive to training a person in the use of a telephone in a real situation where no tone is, of course, heard.

Connecting equipment to a telephone service in many countries is governed by a regulatory authority. Such regulatory authorities have stringent requirements that must be met before they will permit such equipment to be connected to their telephone lines. This in Australia means that modifications to a telephone to incorporate recorder means or sensor means to determine whether or not the telephone hand piece is on the hook or not must be
authorised by the regulatory body. Further any changes to the telephone recording device would also have to be ratified with the regulatory board.

Gaining the permission of an authority is often expensive and time consuming. Further, if the device is to be used in the jurisdiction of another authority then that latter authorities permission must be obtained. In Australia at least, it has been in the past considered uneconomical to gain the permission of the Authority in consideration of the anticipated market for such a device.

Previous systems used for teaching the use of telephones has entailed a student to sit in a special booth in which a microphone is placed so as to pick up the words of the student. This means that a student is placed into special environment which is removed from the real world environment that they will work in after their training. This is a disadvantage with such training systems.

It is an object of the invention described herein to provide a means by which the speech of an operator of a telephone may be recorded without need for a telephone to be modified or for the operator to be within a special environment.

It is also an object of the invention to provide a solution to the abovementioned problems or at least provide the public with a useful alternative.

It will be understood herein that in relation to a telephone hand piece the term "on the hook" means that the hand piece is in a not in use position associated with the particular telephone. Further, the term "off the hook" means a hand piece which is in a position where by the telephone can be use for telephonic communication.

The term "no record" used herein means that a tape recorder or the like is not to record the speech of a user of a telephone in response to their command.

In one form the invention resides in a telephone apparatus speech detection means electronically separate from and attached to a telephone hand piece and positioned so as to be receptive to speech of a user of the telephone and means responsive to the on-hook status of the hand piece to enable a recorder on-off status in response.
In a further form invention resides in a telephone recording apparatus including:

transmitter means adapted to transmit a signal and positioned near a telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;

receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the signal and the receiver means being positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the receiver means receive the signal and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the receiver means does not receive the signal; and,

controller means adapted to control recorder means so that signals received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal.

In preference the telephone recording apparatus is adapted to be affixed to and used in conjunction with a telephone without requiring dismantling of the telephone. Because the apparatus does not require access to the internal circuitry or telephone lines of the telephone approval from a telephone authority in at least Australia is not required. Further, ordinary telephones may be used with minimal customisation which reduces the cost of recording system to install.

Preferably, the telephone recording apparatus is adapted to record only the speech of a local user of a telephone. As a result privacy of individual is protected. Only the speech of the person using the telephone fitted with the apparatus is recorded.

Preferably the apparatus is further characterised by:

the signal is provided to the transmitter means by generator means;

the receiver means are adapted provide an electrical output signal representative of what is received;

and there are detector means adapted to detect and provide an output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means; and,

the controller means are adapted to control the recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means.

In preference the generator means is an oscillator operating at ultrasonic frequencies. Whilst it is envisaged that other forms of signals could be used,
as the system preferably includes a microphone to detect the speech of a telephone user it is convenient to use sound waves to form a proximity detector. Such a detector being used to determine whether the telephone hand piece is on or off the hook.

In preference the transmitter means is a piezo electric sound source adapted to transmit a sound wave oscillating at the frequency of the generator means output signal. Whilst a piezo electric device is preferred it is appreciated that other sound-electrical transducers could be used.

In characterising the invention further it is preferred that there are provided display means to inform the user of the telephone that there speech is being recorded. Lights and preferably Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) are envisaged to be used to inform the user of the telephone that their speech is being recorded.

In preference there are provided switch means which in co-operation with the controller means prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded. By such means private telephone calls could be made by a telephone user without their speech being recorded.

In characterising the invention further it is preferred that there are tone generator means which in co-operation with the controller means generates a tone which is recorded by the recorder means. It is preferable to record a tone for a few seconds indicating a private telephone call was made. By such means a student can checked that they are recording the messages with which they are being assessed. Obviously it is ineffective to have a student who does not record their speech whilst using the telephone for without such recordings analysis and comment can not be made.

In preference the recorder means is a tape recorder. It is envisaged that other forms of recording equipment could be used.

Alternatively, the invention resides in a method including the steps of:

transmitting a signal by transmitter means positioned near the telephone hand piece in an on the hook position;

receiving sounds and the signal with receiver means where the receiver means is positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece.
such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the signal is received and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the signal is not received; and,

controlling recorder means so that signals received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal.

The invention as illustrated by one preferred embodiment will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings:

FIGURE 1 is a sketch of the invention as it might be applied to one type of telephone according to the embodiment,

FIGURE 2 is a schematic block diagram of the invention according to the embodiment.

Referring to Figure 1 it can be seen that a telephone 1 with a number pad 2 and hand piece 3 is connected to a telephone service by wire 4.

The flexible helical cord 5 of the telephone hand piece has within it a further flexible helical cord 6 emanating from an add on box 7 which is connected to the external surface of the telephone in close proximity to the mouth piece of the hand piece 3. At the end of the flexible cord 6 and fixed to the bottom of the telephone hand piece 3 is a microphone 8.

The microphone 8 is adapted to detect any words spoken into the mouth piece of the telephone hand piece 3 and when the telephone hand piece 3 is in the on the hook position, as illustrated in the Figure 1, to receive a signal emanating from the add on box 7, of which more will be said below.

The add on box 7 is connected to a main enclosure box 9 by means of a cable 10. The add on box 7 has a display LED (light emitting device) 11 which is alight when the speech of the telephone operator is being recorded. A further LED 12 is used to indicate when such speech is not being recorded. A no record button 13 is provided to prevent the recorder means from recording a conversation.

The add on box 7 is fixed to the telephone 1 as illustrated by means double sided adhesive tape. The add on box 7 is not fixed to the telephone by any
means requiring opening of the casement of the telephone 1.

Now referring to Figure 2. The microphone 8 is connected to preamplifier 14 by means of the flexible cable 6. The output of the preamplifier at 14 is applied to a tone detector 15 and to the input of the tape recorder 16.

An oscillator means 17 provides a 22 kHz signal to a piezo electric transducer 18 so causing the piezo electric transducer 18 to emit a 22 kHz sound wave.

The microphone 8 is adapted to receive the sound generated by the piezo electric sound transducer 18. The 22 kHz signal received by the microphone when in the vicinity of the piezo electric transducer 18 is detected by the tone detector 15. When the hand piece is in an operating position and so consequently not within the vicinity of the piezo electric sound transducer 18 no tone will be detected by the tone detector 15.

The tone detector 15 is used to provide an input to a control means 19 which is used to stop the tape recorder 16 from recording when the tone detector 15 detects the 22 kHz signal. The control means 19 is also adapted to determine when the no record button 13 is pressed causing a signal to appear on the input signal input line 20 as illustrated in the diagram. The no record signal on line 20 causes the control means to allow the tape recorder to record for a few seconds, preferably 10, and then turn the tape recording off. When the button 13 is pressed again the control means reverts back to controlling the tape recorder in respect to the presence of the detection of the tone of the particular signal. Depending on the state of the button 13 the LEDs 11 or 12 are alight indicating whether the tape recorder means is recording the speech of the operator or not.

When the no record button 13 is pressed this causes the signal generator 21 to generate an 8 kHz tone which is recorded by the tape recorder 16 for the length of time the control means 19 allows the tape recorder to record in respect to a no record button 13 being pressed.

The sections within the dashed boxes in Figure 2 are in this embodiment contained within the add on box 7.

It will be appreciated that there are a variety of variations to the embodiment.
described herein. Further it will be appreciated that there are a number of embodiments that are foreseeable for which the invention could be embodied and these would all fall within the spirit of the invention.

As can be seen the invention provides a means to record the speech of an operator or student without recording the speech of the person to whom the student is talking to. This will respect the rights of the other person. The telephone does not need modifications or access to the internals of the telephone so preventing any foreseeable question of the device causing problems to the telephone line system. Consequently, it is expected that a telephone regulating authority should have no concern to the use of a device exhibiting the invention disclosed.
CLAIMS:

1. A telephone recording apparatus including:
   transmitter means adapted to transmit a signal and positioned near a
   telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
   receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the signal and the
   receiver means being positioned in a constant position relative to the hand
   piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the receiver
   means receive the signal and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable
   position the receiver means does not receive the signal; and,
   controller means adapted to control recorder means so that signals
   received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not
   receiving the signal.

2. A telephone recording apparatus as in claim 1 adapted to be affixed to
   and used in conjunction with a telephone without requiring dismantling of the
   telephone.

3. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 1 or claim 2 adapted
   to record only the speech of a local user of a telephone.

4. A telephone recording apparatus as in anyone of claims 1, 2 or 3
   inclusive wherein:
   the signal is provided to the transmitter means by generator means;
   the receiver means are adapted provide an electrical output signal
   representative of what is received;
   and there are detector means adapted to detect and provide an
   output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the
   output signal from the receiver means; and,
   the controller means are adapted to control the recorder means in
   respect to the output of the detector means.

5. A telephone recording apparatus including:
   signal generator means adapted to provide a signal to transmitter
   means which in turn is adapted to transmit the signal provided to it by the
   signal generator means;
   receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the transmitted
   signal and provide an electrical output signal representative of what is
   received;
   detector means adapted to detect and provide an output signal
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indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means;
controller means adapted to control recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means, the recorder means being adapted to record at least a portion of the output of the receiver means associated with sound received by it;
the transmitter means being positioned in the proximity of the telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
the receiver means being adapted to be positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the receiver means receive the signal transmitted by the transmitter means and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the receiver means does not receive the transmitted signal; and,
the recorder means in cooperation with the controller means are adapted not to be in a record mode of operation when the hand piece is on the hook.

6. A telephone recording apparatus as in claim 5 wherein the controller means is adapted to control whether or not the recorder means is recording the output of the receiver means according respectively to whether or not the signal transmitted is being received by the receiver means.

7. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 5 or claim 6 wherein the generator means is an oscillator operating at ultrasonic frequencies.

8. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 5, 6 or 7 inclusive wherein the transmitter means is a piezo electric sound source adapted to transmit a sound wave oscillating at the frequency of the generator means output signal.

9. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 5, 6 or 7 inclusive where there are provided display means to inform the user of the telephone that their speech is being recorded.

10. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 5, 6 or 7 inclusive where there are provided switch means which in co-operation with the controller means prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded.
11. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 5, 6 or 7 inclusive where there are tone generator means which in co-operation with the controller means generates a tone which is recorded by the recorder means.

12. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 5, 6 or 7 inclusive wherein the recorder means is a tape recorder.

13. In a telephone apparatus speech detection means electronically separate from and attached to a telephone hand piece and positioned so as to be receptive to speech of a user of the telephone and means responsive to the on-hook status of the hand piece to enable a recorder on-off status in response.

14. Speech detection means as in claim 13 where in the means responsive to the on-hook status of the hand piece includes:
   transmitter means adapted to transmit an ultrasonic sound wave and positioned near the "on the hook" position of the hand piece;
   receiver means adapted to receive sound waves and produce a representative output signal, the receiver means being affixed to the hand piece;
   tone detector means adapted to detect the frequency of the ultrasonic sound wave within the receiver means output signal; and,
   the power of the transmitter means being such that the receiver means does not receives the ultrasonic sound wave when the hand piece is in a conventional use position.

15. Speech detection means as in either claim 13 or claim 14 where there are provided display means to inform the user of the telephone that there speech is being recorded.

16. Speech detection means as in any one of claims 13, 14 or 15 inclusive where there are provided switch means which prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded.

17. A method including the steps of:
   transmitting a signal by transmitter means positioned near the
telephone hand piece in an on the hook position;
  receiving sounds and the signal with receiver means where the
receiver means is positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece
such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the signal is received
and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the signal is not
received; and,
  controlling recorder means so that signals received by the receiver
means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal.

10  18. A method as in claim 17 wherein only the speech of a local user of a
    telephone is recorded.

10  19. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 17 or claim 18
    wherein:
    15  the signal is generated by generator means;
    and detecting and providing an output signal indicative of the presence of the
    transmitted signal within the received sounds; and,
    the controlling the recorder means in respect to the output signal.

20  20. A method including the steps of:
    generating a signal with generator means;
    transmitting the signal with transmitter means positioned in the proximity of the
telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
    receiving sounds and the transmitted signal and providing an electrical output
25  signal representative of what is received by application of receiver means, the
receiver means being positioned in a constant position relative to the hand
piece;
    detecting and providing an output signal indicative of the presence of the
    transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means by
30  application of detector means;
    controlling recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means,
    recording at least a portion of the output of the receiver means associated with
sound received by it; and,
35  the method is characterised by recording sounds received by the receiver
means
    when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position and the receiver
means does not receive the transmitted signal.
21. A method as in claim 20 wherein the step of controlling the recorder means is according respectively to whether or not the signal transmitted is being received by the receiver means.

22. A method as in either claim 20 or claim 21 wherein the signal generated by the generator means is at ultrasonic frequencies.

23. A method as in any one of claims 20, 21 or 22 inclusive wherein the transmitter means is a piezo electric sound source adapted to transmit a sound wave oscillating at the frequency of the signal.

24. A method as in any one of claims 20, 21 or 22 inclusive including the step of informing the user of the telephone that their speech is being recorded.

25. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 20, 21 or 22 inclusive where there are provided switch means which in co-operation with the controller means prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded.
AMENDED CLAIMS
[received by the International Bureau on 7 April 1992 (07.04.92);
original claims 1-25 replaced by amended claims 1-27 (6 pages)]

1. A telephone recording apparatus electrically separate from any telephone including:
   transmitter means adapted to transmit a signal, the transmitter means being positioned near a telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
   receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the signal, the receiver means being positioned in a position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the signal is received by the receiver means and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the signal is not received by the receiver means; and,
   controller means adapted to control recorder means so that sounds received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal.

2. A telephone recording apparatus including:
   transmitter means adapted to transmit a signal, the transmitter means being positioned near a telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
   receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the signal, the receiver means being positioned in a position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the signal is received by the receiver means and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the signal is not received by the receiver means;
   controller means adapted to control recorder means so that sounds received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal; and
   the recording apparatus being adapted so that electrical telegraphic signals are not electrically transmitted from a telephone to the recording apparatus.

3. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 1 or claim 2 adapted to be affixed to and used in conjunction with a telephone without requiring dismantling of the telephone.

4. A telephone recording apparatus as in claims 1, 2 or 3 adapted to record only the speech of a local user of a telephone.
the signal is provided to the transmitter means by generator means; the receiver means are adapted to provide an electrical output signal representative of what is received; and there are detector means adapted to detect and provide an output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means; and, the controller means are adapted to control the recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means.

6. A telephone recording apparatus electrically separate from any telephone including:
   signal generator means adapted to provide a signal to transmitter means which in turn is adapted to transmit the signal provided to it by the signal generator means;
   receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the transmitted signal and provide an electrical output signal representative of what is received;
   detector means adapted to detect and provide an output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means;
   controller means adapted to control recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means, the recorder means being adapted to record at least a portion of the output of the receiver means associated with sound received by it;
   the transmitter means being positioned in the proximity of the telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
   the receiver means being adapted to be positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the receiver means receive the signal transmitted by the transmitter means and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the receiver means does not receive the transmitted signal; and, the recorder means in cooperation with the controller means are adapted not to be in a record mode of operation when the hand piece is on the hook.

7. A telephone recording apparatus including:
   signal generator means adapted to provide a signal to transmitter means which in turn is adapted to transmit the signal provided to it by the
signal generator means;
receiver means adapted to receive sounds and the transmitted signal and provide an electrical output signal representative of what is received;

detector means adapted to detect and provide an output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means;
controller means adapted to control recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means, the recorder means being adapted to record at least a portion of the output of the receiver means associated with sound received by it;
the transmitter means being positioned in the proximity of the telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
the receiver means being adapted to be positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the receiver means receive the signal transmitted by the transmitter means and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the receiver means does not receive the transmitted signal;
the recorder means in cooperation with the controller means are adapted not to be in a record mode of operation when the hand piece is on the hook; and
the recording apparatus being adapted so that electrical telegraphic signals are not electrically transmitted from a telephone to the recording apparatus.

8. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 6 or claim 7 wherein the controller means is adapted to control whether or not the recorder means is recording the output of the receiver means according respectively to whether or not the signal transmitted is being received by the receiver means.

9. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 6, 7 or claim 8 wherein the generator means is an oscillator operating at ultrasonic frequencies.

10. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 6, 7, 8 or 9 inclusive wherein the transmitter means is a piezo electric sound source adapted to transmit a sound wave oscillating at the frequency of the generator means output signal.
11. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 6, 7, 8 or 9 inclusive where there are provided display means to inform the user of the telephone that their speech is being recorded.

12. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 6, 7, 8 or 9 inclusive where there are provided switch means which in co-operation with the controller means prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded.

13. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 6, 7, 8 or 9 inclusive where there are tone generator means which in co-operation with the controller means generates a tone which is recorded by the recorder means.

14. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 6, 7, 8 or 9 inclusive wherein the recorder means is a tape recorder.

15. In a telephone apparatus speech detection means electronically separate from and attached to a telephone hand piece and positioned so as to be receptive to speech of a user of the telephone and means responsive to the on-hook status of the hand piece to enable a recorder on-off status in response.

16. Speech detection means as in claim 13 where in the means responsive to the on-hook status of the hand piece includes:

   transmitter means adapted to transmit an ultrasonic sound wave and positioned near the "on the hook" position of the hand piece;
   receiver means adapted to receive sound waves and produce a representative output signal, the receiver means being affixed to the hand piece;
   tone detector means adapted to detect the frequency of the ultrasonic sound wave within the receiver means output signal; and,
   the power of the transmitter means being such that the receiver means does not receives the ultrasonic sound wave when the hand piece is in a conventional use position.

17. Speech detection means as in either claim 13 or claim 14 where there are provided display means to inform the user of the telephone that there
speech is being recorded.

18. Speech detection means as in any one of claims 13, 14 or 15 inclusive where there are provided switch means which prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being recorded.

19. A method including the steps of:
transmitting a signal by transmitter means positioned near the telephone hand piece in an on the hook position;
receiving sounds and the signal with receiver means where the receiver means is positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece such that when the telephone hand piece is on the hook the signal is received and when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position the signal is not received; and,
controlling recorder means so that signals received by the receiver means are recorded when the receiver means is not receiving the signal,
where the receiver means, recorder means and transmitting means are electrically separate from any electrical telegraphic signals of any telephone.

20. A method as in claim 19 wherein only the speech of a local user of a telephone is recorded.

21. A telephone recording apparatus as in either claim 19 or claim 20 wherein:
the signal is generated by generator means;
and detecting and providing an output signal indicative of the presence of the transmitted signal within the received sounds; and,
the controlling the recorder means in respect to the output signal.

22. A method including the steps of:
generating a signal with generator means;
transmitting the signal with transmitter means positioned in the proximity of the telephone hand piece when it is in an on the hook position;
receiving sounds and the transmitted signal and providing an electrical output signal representative of what is received by application of receiver means, the receiver means being positioned in a constant position relative to the hand piece;
detecting and providing an output signal indicative of the presence of the
transmitted signal within the output signal from the receiver means by
application of detector means;
controlling recorder means in respect to the output of the detector means,
recording at least a portion of the output of the receiver means associated with
sound received by it; and,
the method is characterised by recording sounds received by the receiver
means, when the hand piece is off the hook in a usable position and the
receiver means does not receive the transmitted signal,
where the receiver means, transmitter means, detector means and recorder
means are electrically separate from any electrical telegraphic signals of any
telephone.

23. A method as in claim 22 wherein the step of controlling the recorder
means is according respectively to whether or not the signal transmitted is
being received by the receiver means.

24. A method as in either claim 22 or claim 23 wherein the signal
generated by the generator means is at ultrasonic frequencies.

25. A method as in any one of claims 22, 23 or 24 inclusive wherein the
transmitter means is a piezo electric sound source adapted to transmit a
sound wave oscillating at the frequency of the signal.

26. A method as in any one of claims 22, 23 or 24 inclusive including the
step of informing the user of the telephone that their speech is being recorded.

27. A telephone recording apparatus as in any one of claims 22, 23 or 24
inclusive where there are provided switch means which in co-operation with
the controller means prevents the speech of a user of the telephone being
recorded.
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